Abstract. We give an elementary proof of a monotone selection principle which allows to pass from increasing nets to increasing sequences in the Hermitian part of a σ-finite von Neumann algebra. This is to be seen as a "monotone version" of first countability.
Definition 1. Let W be an ordered vector space, and let V be a vector subspace of W . (Typically W the Hermitian part of a C*-algebra. ) We shall say that W is monotone complete, if each non-empty upper bounded upward directed subset of W has a supremum in W . We shall say that W is monotone sequentially complete, if each upper bounded increasing sequence in W has a supremum in W .
If W is monotone complete, then V shall be called monotone closed in W , if V contains the supremum sup J in W of each non-empty upward directed subset J of V that is upper bounded in W . (It is clear that then sup J also is the supremum in V of J, and that V then is monotone complete.) If W is monotone sequentially complete, then V shall be called monotone sequentially closed in W , if V contains the supremum sup n j n in W of each increasing sequence (j n ) in V that is upper bounded in W . (It is clear that then sup n j n also is the supremum in V of (j n ), and that V then is monotone sequentially complete.)
If W + denotes the set of positive elements of W , then a positive linear functional ψ on W shall be called faithful, if ψ(a) > 0 for each a ∈ W + \ {0}.
For example the Hermitian part a von Neumann algebra is monotone complete. A C*-algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H is a von Neumann algebra if and only if its Hermitian part is monotone closed in the Hermitian part of B(H). Then the following monotone selection principle holds. Whenever J is a non-empty upper bounded upward directed subset of W , there exists an increasing sequence (j n ) in J such that sup n j n = sup J. Every increasing sequence (j n ) in J with
does the job.
Proof. Let J be a non-empty upper bounded upward directed subset of W . Let (j n ) n≥1 be any increasing sequence in J with
With s := sup J ∈ W , we have
by normality of ψ. We define j 0 := sup n≥1 j n ∈ W . Then ψ(j 0 ) = ψ(s) by sequential normality of ψ and the equations ( * ) and ( * * ). On one hand, we then have s−j 0 ≥ 0. On the other hand, we have ψ(s−j 0 ) = 0. Therefore, the fact that ψ is faithful implies that s = j 0 . Corollary 3. Let A, B be von Neumann algebras, and let φ : A → B be a positive linear map. Assume that A is σ-finite. If φ is sequentially normal, then it is normal.
